ABSTRACT It is a long-standing challenge to recommend routes to a group of taxis at different locations to minimize the overall mileage spent without customs. This paper studies route recommendation to a group of taxis by minimizing the overall mileage spent without customers. A new recommendation algorithm and evaluation model are proposed. The algorithm recommends the current optimal route and updates both the capacity and the probability along the route after getting a passenger. The new evaluation model is adapted to estimate the performance of each candidate route. A simulator that imitates the recommendation process on the real-world datasets and virtual taxis based on our recommendation system is developed. The experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed evaluation model. The proposed method using the potential-cruising-distance model effectively reduces the global cruising distance of multiple taxis, especially in the applications with a large number taxis.
I. INTRODUCTION
Taxi service is important in modern cities. However, it is common that taxicabs cruise around without passengers. A taxi recommendation system offers profitable information for taxi drivers and helps the management of public transportation by mining the historical taxi trajectories [1] - [5] .
A practical recommendation system should take into account the change of the capacity and the pickup probability in a pickup location after getting a passenger. There are methods that recommend top locations for taxi drivers to enable drivers to pick up more passengers [6] - [8] . Others arrange routes in a circular list and adopt the Round-Robin method to generate a recommended route for each taxi [9] , [10] . However, these studies fail to take into account the changes induced to the other taxicabs after a recommendation is made. The pickup rate varies with the number of passengers. The existing recommendation algorithms for multiple taxicabs need to accommodate the dynamics to achieve global optimization. In addition, most of the existing taxi recommendation systems employ probability distance to calculate the preference of a route [8] - [12] . However, the performance evaluation methods only consider the potential driving distance and ignore the dynamics of passengers taking a ride as well as the number of passengers along the route. Hence, current methods may send a taxi to a route which may have a long distance.
To overcome these limitations, we propose a recommendation algorithm considering the dynamic change of the probability after a taxi responds to a request. The algorithm aims to minimize the overall mileage spent without a fare. A performance evaluation model Potential-CruisingDistance (PCD) [13] is used for measuring each candidate route. The recommendation algorithm considers the change of the capacity and the probability after getting a passenger. It also integrates the PCD model to measure a candidate route for getting the optimal route.
The main contributions are as follows: 1) A novel recommendation algorithm for multiple taxis at different positions is proposed. Based on the PCD model, the algorithm recommends each taxi to the current optimal path and updates the probability at each node. This means the new algorithm take account of the dynamic change of the pick-up probability of each pick-up point which will influence the next recommendation. 2) To find the optimal route for a target taxi driver, we design a data structure Path-Search-Tree (PS-Tree).
Based on the monotonicity of the PCD model, a pruning algorithm to speed up the searching process is proposed. 3) A proof of the monotonicity of the PCD evaluation model [13] . The PCD model takes account of the probability of taking a passenger along the route and can be used in a more widely situation.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the related works on route recommendation. Section III presents the problem formulation and the system framework. Section IV presents the proposed method for taxis recommendation based on the PCD model. This section discusses the PCD evaluation model and the route recommendation algorithm. Section V discusses our experimental results using real-world taxi tracer data. Section VI concludes the paper with a summary and future work.
II. RELATED WORKS
In recent years, there are many research on taxi route recommendation [11] , [12] , [14] - [17] . Ge et al. [10] propose a taxi recommendation system to find shortest potential travel distance (PTD) for taxi driver to pick up a passenger. The taxi route recommendation system tries to provide an efficient route for taxi drivers using massive trajectory data. The massive taxi trajectory data also used in other area such as predict human mobility style [18] and find fastest route [19] [20] .
Substantial attention has also been given to the algorithm of taxi dispatching to improve the performance of transportation systems. Miao et al. [21] design a data-driven distributional robust vehicle balancing method to improve the average system performance. Seow et al. [22] focus on more globally increasing customer satisfaction by concurrently dispatching multiple taxis to the same number of customers in the same geographical region and allowing taxis to exchange their booking assignments. Miao et al. [23] propose a receding horizon control framework for largescale taxi dispatching considering both current and future demand. Zhang and Pavone [24] develop a closed-loop, realtime rebalancing policy for autonomous vehicles to ensure acceptable quality of service.
Ma et al. [25] , [26] concern the real-time taxi share system, which tries to save energy by share a taxi among different people who have overlap trajectory. The main problem they try to solve is how to balance the need for taxi drivers and passengers. It is also important to make a real-time decision in the dynamic environment.
The recommendation problem complexity and improve the performance is also important. Statistics show that most recommendation problems are exponentially [27] . So some research [8] , [28] try to use a data structure such as KD-tree and variant to minimize search. In this paper, we propose an algorithm for a group of competing taxis at a different position to minimize the overall potential cruising distance. Our previous conference paper [13] propose a PCD evaluate model. The model is correct in a more wide condition than previous widely used PTD model. In this paper, we provide a FIGURE 1. Two candidate path at time tp. PoTaxi is the current position of a taxi which require recommendation. node C i is the recommended pick-up point, P i pick-up rate at the point, D i is the distance from node C i −1 to node C i .
proof of monotonically of PCD function and based on which we propose a recommendation method which considers the impact of the current recommendation on the next.
III. OVERVIEW A. PROBLEM FORMATION
The route recommendation problem is to find an optimal route. Here we define the optimal route to be which have a minimal PCD to pick up a customer. And the PCD is defined as a function of a taxi's current position PoTaxi, current time tp, the route R which the taxi will follow. So the PCD function is PCD(PoTaxi, tp, R) where the route R is a serial of pick-up points, i.e., R = {C 1 → C 2 → . . . → C K }. The length of route R denotes as | − → R | = K , the number of pick-up points. In some occation, we also denote the current position of a taxi (PoTaxi) as C 0 .
Currently, most researchers agree that the conditional probability for getting a passenger at a pickup point and the cruising distance to that point is a good representation of the route property. So, the PCD is PCD(PoTaxi, tp, P R , D R ) where P R = {P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P K } denotes the picking-up rate at the pick-up points along route R; D R = {D 1 , D 2 , . . . , D K } represents the distance from previous pickup point to the current pickup point along route R.
So, the optimal path recommendation problem is to minimize the route to pick-up points: min R∈R set PCD(PoTaxi, tp, P R , D R ) where R set is the set of route R, which is generated from a potential pick-up point set C and which are generated from tracers of experience taxi driver.
The taxis route recommendation problem is to recommend optimal route for each taxi driver in different position to minimize the overall potential cruising distance. Given a set of the position (PoT set ), a set of taxis (M set ), current time (tp), the taxis route recommendation problem can be formulated as: arg min p∈PoT set m∈M set (p) PCD(p, tp, P R , D R ) Fig. 1 shows an example of two possible paths at a time period tp.
The widely used evaluation model PTD considering pickup cruising distance described as:
is the conditional probability of picking up passengers along route R at point C i . This model is correct only if two routes have the same probability; otherwise, this is not applicable. As an example in Fig. 1 , according to PTD definitioan, the PTD of route R 1 would be the PTD of route R 2 would be P 3 D 3 +(1−P 3 )P 4 (D 3 +D 4 ) = 76 The PTD criteria would suggest R 2 as a better choice. However, it is clear that route R 1 is a better choice because these two route has same distance vector, but route R 1 has a higher pickup rate. We have proposed PCD [13] which have solved this problem Furthermore, the current method of the recommendation for a set of taxis does not take the change of the capacity and the probability of getting a passenger into account.
For example, as shown in Fig. 2 (a) there are two empty cabs to be recommended. And there are two candidate routes R 1 = {PoTaxi, C 1 , C 2 } and R 2 = {PoTaxi, C 3 , C 4 }. Obviously, the current optimal route is R 1 = {PoTaxi, C 1 , C 2 }. We first assign the first cab to route R 1 , if that cab catches up a passenger in one of the pickup points, then the capacity at that pickup point will be changed. The picking-up rate will also vary according to the change of the capacity. Therefore, the route R 1 may not better than R 2 . We should measure which route is the optimal one again and then recommend it to the second empty cab. So, in this paper, a recommendation algorithm considering these changes is proposed and which will minimize the overall potential cruising distance.
B. FRAMEWORK
The framework of our system is illustrated in Fig. 3 . For the acquired taxi trajectory data, we first extract the experienced drivers by analyzing their driving model, usually, the experienced drivers will have a lower vacant ratio and enough driving time. And we can get the pick-up points of experience driver at a given time period by using a statistical analysis method. Then, the pick-up points, which are near in space, are clustered. The different period may have different pick-up points. So the pick-up points have spatial and time stamps. Subsequently, we calculate the picking-up rate of each recommendation point. Moreover, a PCD model is used to measure the performance of the candidate route consisting of a sequence of recommendation points. In addition, we find the monotonically increasing property of the PCD and according to the monotone property, we present the PS-Tree data structure with a pruning algorithm to get the optimal route and speed up the search process. Finally, we propose a recommendation algorithm for multiple taxis to assign an appropriate route to each cab, which can minimize the overall potential cruising distance.
IV. ROUTE RECOMMENDATION A. RECOMMENDING POINT GENERATION
There are two main steps for generating recommending points. The first step is clustering the pickup points in a given time period for all the experienced driver. Second, calculate the pickup rate at this clustered point.
The clusters are based on the driving distance between pick-up points. The driving distance is calculated by using the Google Map's API.
It is reasonable to define experienced drivers who have a high occupancy rate and plenty of driving time. In general, there are three statuses for driving: occupied, cruising and out-of-service. Driver's driving time is the time exclude outof-service, and the occupancy rate is the ratio of occupancy time to total driving time. It is reasonable to define out-ofservice as when two continuous GPS reading is too long. In practice, it cannot be counted as driving time.
Based on the historical pick-up points at a given time period, a programme CLUTO [29] is used to cluster these pick-up points based on driving distance. And the center of the cluster is pick-up points C i .
The probability at a recommended point is defined as the ratio of the number of taxis, which pick up passengers in the region to the number of all unoccupied taxis entering the cluster region. And a cluster region is defined as a circle whose centroid is the cluster center and radius is the average distance of all the point to center.
So the pickup rate at C i is defined as follow:
where |status(cruising)| denotes the number of cruising taxis which passed cluster C i at time period t p , and |status(cruising → occupied)| is the number of these cruising taxis which passed by cluster c at time period tp and changed their state from cruising to occupied.
B. PCD MODEL
The recommendation started with searching for a route with the minimal PCD, which is the optimal route. In this section, we will first show the PCD model. Then we demonstrate the monotonicity of the model function. Then based on the monotonicity, the PS-Tree with the pruning algorithm is proposed to speed up the process of getting the optimal route.
1) THE POTENTIAL CRUISING DISTANCE
Suppose there is a taxi at PoTaxi, and follow the route R = {PoTaxi, C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C n } at time period tp. The probability of a taxi pick up a passengers at C i is as follow:
The PCD function is defined as (1) , as shown at the bottom of the next page.
By simplify the above formula, we can re-write it as
For practical use, we can define a cutting length k for the route, which means if cruising route reach k, and not pick up a passenger, the driver will apply a new recommendation.
To explain the PCD function, Fig. 4 shows an example of a recommended cruising route (PoTaxi → C 1 → C 2 ). In this example, the corresponding probability is {P 1 , P 2 }, and the driving distance is {D 1 , D 2 } respectively. The potential driving distance should be (
while it may have passengers of (P 1 + (1 − P 1 )P 2 ). Therefore, the potential cruising distance for getting a passenger is
.
2) PS-TREE
To get the optimal route for the target taxi driver, we build the Path-Search-Tree (PS-Tree). PS-Tree is a multiway tree which uses the current position of the target taxi as the root node and each of the other nodes is associated with a recommending point. The path from the root node to a leaf node is a candidate route. In the beginning, for a given length of the route, the PS-Tree is equivalent to a full-connected tree.
The child nodes of the root node are all of the recommending points. And if there is, these nodes' child nodes are all the recommending points except for its ancestor nodes until the depth of the tree is the length of the route. However, traversing the tree to get the optimal solution is an exponential problem. To speed up the search process, a pruning algorithm is needed.
To clearly state the monotonicity of the function, we rewrite the function as follows:
The PCD function is strictly monotone increasing for each variableP(C i , tp) and
Proof: See Appendix. In light of the monotonicity of the PCD function, a pruning algorithm is proposed to reduce the search space.
Proposition 1: Let branch paths R 1 = {C i , . . . , C k } and R 2 = {C i , . . . , C k } have the same origin point, that is C i = C i , and the same length. The corresponding probability set is P1 = {P i , . . . , P k } and P2 = {P i , . . . , P k } respectively, and the driving distance set is D1 = {D i , . . . , D k } and D2 = {D i , . . . , D k } respectively. We can prune the route R 2 from the PS-Tree if ∀ P j in P1 and corresponding P j in P2, D j in D1 and corresponding D j in D2, P j ≤ P j , D j ≤ D j ; and ∃ P j in P1 and corresponding P j in P2, D j in D1 and corresponding D j in D2, there P j < P j or D j < D j .
For example, as shown in Fig. 5 , the two paths are
If the probability of each pick-up point of R 1 is no less than the corresponding probability of the pick-up point of R 2 . And the distance of each road segment (from one pick-up point to another point) of R 1 is not greater than the corresponding distance of the road segment of R 2 . Moreover, as Fig. 5 shows, the pruning is irrelevant to the position of a taxi. ShortestCruDist ← +∞;
3:
CandidateRouteSet ← GETCANDROUTESET(k); 4: for each route in CandidateRouteSet do
5:
PotentialCruDist ← GETPCRUISINGDIST(. . .);
6:
if ShortestCruDist > PotentialCruDist then 7: ShortestCruDist ← PotentialCruDist; 8: end if 9: end for 10: end function Thus, we can prune the route R 2 from the PS-Tree in advance before starting online recommendation.
C. ROUTE RECOMMENDATION
We first introduce the method for obtaining the optimal PCD route to the target taxi. Once the PCD value of the performance of all the candidate roads is obtained, we can recommend the best one to the taxi given its current location and time. And benefit from the PS-Tree pruning algorithm proposed above, a large number of candidate roads can be eliminated.
Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo-code of the algorithm of getting the optimal route. Given the current location and time of a taxi; we can first get the set of the recommended cluster nodes (C set ) of the current time, the set of probability P set and the set of driving distance (D set ) at the current time. Then, before starting recommendation, using the PS-Tree pruning algorithm, all of the possible candidate route with length k can be gotten by the function GetCanRouteSet() in line 3. The PCD function is calculated for all the route, which is implemented in line 5. Finally, calculate all distance, we can get an optimal route with minimum PCD.
A better recommendation method for multiple taxis in some area is to recommend the current best route one by one. In this way, the effect of the previous recommendation to the current is taken into account. After a passenger was taken at one point, the capacity and picking-up rate of that point would be changed and that change will affect the next recommendation.
After obtaining the set of the probability and the capacity of the pick-up points and the driving distance matrix of these pick-up points during the period. We can get top N candidate routes of length k with the smallest PCD at all position.
Assume there are M empty taxies in one area. For each taxi in the area, we assign the current optimal route to the taxi. The potential cruising distance calculated by the model is the driving distance of the taxi. Then we update the capacity and the picking-up rate of each pick-up point along the optimal route. Based on the new capacity and probability of the pickup points, the currently optimal route will be calculated and updated.
It is uncertain whether the taxi is possible to carry a passenger in one position, but there is a probability to carry a passenger. We update the capacity of the pick-up points of the route by considering the probability of having a passenger. Then the probability updates with the change of the capacity.
Assume there are M taxis at a position PoTaxi, and an optimal route R = {PoTaxi, C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C n } at time period tp. The corresponding capacity set is {V 1 , V 2 , . . . , V n } and the corresponding probability set is {P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P n }. After we assign one taxi to this route, the new capacity of the pickup points will be V i :
In Eq. 3 and Eq. 4, S i is the number of reduced capacity of the i − th pick-up point. V i decreases associated with the probability. The new probability of the pick-up points will be P i :
where V i represents the last calculated capacity of the pick-up point. As we can see, after the optimal route assigning to one taxi, the capacity and the picking-up rate of the pick-up points along the optimal route will change. For each recommendation, we will update the capacity and the picking-up rate of the pick-up points to obtain the new optimal route to assign to the next taxi. Algorithm 2 shows the pseudo-code of the recommendation algorithm for multiple taxis in a different position. In order to reduce the total potential cruising distance and consider the load balancing, we allocate the current optimal route to the coming empty taxi under the circumstance of updating the optimal route in real time. As can be seen, for each position (pos), and for each taxi (t) in the position, we get the current optimal route, and then calculate the driving distance along the optimal route by using the function GetRecDistance() based on the PCD model we proposed Routes ← GETSORTEDROUTE(. . .);
3:
Optimal R oute ← Routes(1)(1);
4:
RouteList ← ∅;
5:
RecDistance ← 0; 6: for each position pos in PoT set do 7: for each taxi t in M set (pos) do 8: pos.RouteList+ = Optimal_Route; 9: recDistance = t.GetRecDistance(. . .);
10:
for each point p in Optimal_Route do 11: p.Capacity ← GETNEWCAPACITY(Capacity, P set ); 12: p.Probability ← GETNEWPROBABILITY(Capacity, P set ); 13: end for 14: RecDistance+ = recDistance; 15: Optimal R oute ← GETOPTIMALROUTE(. . .); 16: end for 17: end for 18: end function from line 6 to 9. We update the capacity, picking-up rate of the pick-up points along the optimal route by using the function GetNewCapacity() and GetNewProbability() from line 10 to 12. Next, the optimal route is updated for the next taxi by using the function GetOptimalRoute() in line 15. Finally, we can get the list of routes for each position (RouteList) and the total driving distance of all the taxis (RecDistance).
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The dataset we used is a real-world taxi tracer [30] , which record more than 500 taxis in a month. Each record is a tuple: (ID, latitude, longitude, status, timestamp) The timestamp of our dataset is the GMT time zone, and we translate GMT time to the local time to make the requests and responses more intuitive. For example, Fig. 7 shows the number of pick-up events is low in the period of 3AM to 4AM in San Francisco, which makes sense. In GMT time, however, the lowest number of pick-up events appears about 7AM to 8AM, which is misleading.
The experiments were conducted on a PC with Intel Dual Core i7-8550U CPU and 8G memory with Windows 10 operating system. The algorithms are developed with MATLAB and Python.
Experienced drivers are determined by driving time and occupancy rate. Fig. 6 shows the distributions of the driving time and the driving occupancy rate. Fig. 7 shows the pickup events frequency. And we choose two typical periods, which are 18:00-19:00 and 14:00-15:00. So, we will focus on this two time period in the experiment. All potential pick-up points are clustered into 10 clusters. Table 1 and 2 present the 10 clusters in these two time period, which shows circle region and pickup rate of all clusters. The circle region of the cluster is defined by the center position and radius. Table 3 lists the results about the number of the candidate routes before and after applying the pruning algorithm for the time periods of 14 : 00 − 15 : 00 and 18 : 00 − 19 : 00. It is clear that the number of candidate routes is significantly reduced after pruning. Table 4 lists the time used to search for the optimal cruising routes with or without applying the pruning algorithm for two time periods: 14 : 00 − 15 : 00 and 18 : 00 − 19 : 00. The search time shown here includes all the time for getting the optimal cruising routes. It is evident that the time of using pruning is consistently less than those without using pruning. This is in line with our observation of the number of candidate routes.
B. EFFICIENCY ANALYSIS
The pruning algorithm reduces the number of candidate routes to save search time with a significant margin for all different lengths of the optimal cruising route. For example, when k is set to 5 and during 18 : 00 − 19 : 00, 1,562 routes will be searched with pruning while 30,240 routes to be searched without pruning algorithm. It shows that about 94.8% of the candidate routes can be eliminated. Although we only show the result of these two periods, the trend is similar in other time periods.
C. MODEL EFFECTIVENESS
This section compares the PCD and the PTD method [10] . Fig. 8 shows a typical recommendation scenery during period 18 : 00 − 19 : 00(a) and 14 : 00 − 15 : 00(b). The red points represent the cluster centroids of an experienced driver, and the green point is a vacant taxi require a recommendation. Table 5 shows the recommendation result for PCD and PTD with a route limits to 3 section. The result shows that the final PCD is less than PTD, and the recommended route only differs for the last location, and for PCD the distance to the last location is short, there is a higher probability to take a passenger. So it is clear that PCD recommendation is better than PTD recommendation. Table 6 shows very similar result for time period 14:00-15:00.
D. EVALUATION ON RECOMMENDATION
Suppose there are P positions and M taxis at each position in one time period. Based on the recommendation algorithm, we obtain a list of routes for each position. For a taxi at a position, and for every point along the recommended route, we randomly generate a number of 0 or 1 which means having a passenger or not according to pick-up ratio at that point. Subsequently, updating the capacity of each point along the route. If the number is 1, meaning that the taxi takes a passenger at this point, and then the capacity of the point should subtract one, ending the recommendation trip of the current taxi. If the number is 0, meaning that the taxi passes the point without picking up a passenger, and the capacity remains the same, the taxi continues to the next point. And if the capacity of one point becomes zero, the taxi continue to the next point. After knowing whether the taxi is taking a passenger and where the taxi is taking the passenger, the cruising driving distance is calculated by simulation. Through multiple simulations, the expecting cruising driving distance for pickup a passenger is obtained by averaging the results of the simulations.
Here, we evaluate the proposed recommendation method by simulating the average cruising driving distance based on the set of path generated by our recommendation methods and the baseline method. The baseline method uses a Round Robin algorithm to make a recommendation for multiple taxis. The baseline method selects top candidate routes of length k with the smallest potential cruising driving distance for each position and then recommends routes in the circle list to the coming empty taxis in turn. While our method selecting top candidate routes (different from the baseline method) of length k with the smallest potential cruising driving distance for each position and then assign the current optimal route to the coming empty taxi. The average cruising driving distance is the ratio of the total cruising driving distance traveled by VOLUME 6, 2018 all the taxis in one certain time period to the number of taxis.
First of all, based on our method and the baseline method, we can get the average cruising driving distance of the virtual taxis by these two methods. After getting the list of routes for the taxis of each position by the two algorithms, let these taxis adopt the two recommended route lists for simulation experiments. Finally, through the simulation process to get the simulated results of the average cruising driving distance.
The experiment is carried out by selecting a different number of position and a different number of taxis at each location. For example, assume there are taxis at two position need recommendation service. Then we can choose two different positions and the number of taxis at each location many times to start our experiment. For each time, the list of routes for the taxis of the two position generated by our proposed recommendation method and the baseline method is obtained. Then, let these taxis follow the corresponding recommended route. Averaging driving distance before taking a passenger, we can get the result. Fig. 9(a) shows the average cruising driving distance based on our method and the baseline method on a different number 70012 VOLUME 6, 2018 of taxis at 4 location within the time period 18 : 00 − 19 : 00 when the length of the route k = 3. Fig. 9(b) shows the corresponding simulation results. Fig. 10(a) shows the average cruising driving distance based on our method and the baseline method on a different number of taxis at 4 location within the time period 18 : 00 − 19 : 00 when the length of the route k = 4. Fig. 10(b) shows the corresponding simulation results.
Note that, in this example, we select top 45 candidate routes for each different position in our method and select top 5 candidate routes for each different location in the baseline method in advance with the purpose of speeding up the recommendation process. It is shown that the proposed method is better than the baseline method, especially when the number of taxis at each location is large.
VI. CONCLUSION
Considering the dynamic change of the pick-up rate caused by a previous recommendation, in this paper, a recommendation algorithm is designed to minimize the global vacant taxi driving distance. The system has the ability to recommend routes for multiple taxis at different locations. The system is based on PCD evaluation model [13] . And we proved the monotonicity of PCD. Based on the monotonicity and PSTree data structure, a pruning algorithm is proposed to speed up the searching process for getting the optimal cruising route. Moreover, we observe that the picking-up rate will vary with the capacity of the passengers along the route after having a customer and the current recommendation have an impact on the following recommendations. Therefore, we put forward a new recommendation algorithm for multiple taxis to make an effective recommendation. The algorithm takes the change of the pick-up probability into account and considers the impact of the current recommendation on the next. Finally, the simulation results show that the proposed algorithm is more efficient than the baseline method, especially when the number of taxis of each position becomes large.
As a possible future study, evaluation with extensive datasets for an understanding of the practical usability enables the integration to the smart city applications. In addition, we plan to generate service requests at random and determine which taxi responds to a request according to the exact taxi arriving time. Alternatively, an algorithm that handles real-time traffic and requests is worth of investigation. This 
is particularly important for distributed systems with limited computing power in automobiles.
APPENDIX PROOF OF MONOTONICITY OF THE PCD MODEL
Note that the function PCD is an elementary function for each variable within its domain, therefore, it is continuous for the variables within the domain. We only to prove that the PCD is derivable within the open interval of the domain and the corresponding derivative is greater than or equal to zero. For eachP(C i , tp), (i = 1, 2, . . . , n), we can calculate the left and the right limit of the function (6) and (7), as shown at the top of this page:
And the same for D(C i−1 , C i ), (i = 1, 2, . . . , n):
From the above, we can obtain that Eq. 6 is equal to Eq. 7 and Eq. 8 is equal to Eq. 9. So, the function PCD is derivable for each variableP( (C i , tp) (11) We can prove that Eqs. 10 and 11 are greater than or equal to zero. In summary, the potential cruising distance function is strictly monotone increasing for each variableP(C i , tpr) and D(C i−1 , C i ), (i = 1, 2, . . . , n). XIUQIAO 
